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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

Dear Member,
Yet again in these strained circumstances I must tell you that we are unable to programme 
any events or visits.  I know this is disappointing but am equally sure that you will  
understand the seriousness of the pandemic. 

We have been trying to keep in touch with regular articles on the website, publicised by 
email, but are only too well aware that some of you are not able to access the internet.  
Also all members have had little activity for their subscription.  Therefore this issue of the 
newsletter goes to all members by post and contains a copy of the Hammersmith and 
Fulham Historic Buildings Group publication Bradmore House  as some small 
compensation.  Just as soon as the situation improves and we are allowed to assemble in 
reasonable numbers the Committee will arrange a programme of events.

Meanwhile on behalf of the Committee I wish you and your family keep well and best 
wishes for Christmas and hopefully a much better New Year which will be our fiftieth!

Keith Whitehouse.

PUBLICATIONS

All our publications are available from Mrs Sue Pierson sue@lancepierson.org 
or 48 Peterborough Rd SW6 3EB.  See our website for a full list. 

PARSONS GREEN - 'the irregular triangle'  a preview by Sue Pierson
This was how C.J. Feret described our much used green space in South Fulham in his 3 
volume history, 'Fulham Old and New' in 1900.  Two centuries before, John Bowack (The 
antiquities of Middlesex 1705) described it as 'inhabited by gentry and person of quality.'  
In the middle ages there were few houses round a green with a Parsonage but no church.  
The Green itself has been used for football and cricket matches and most famously for the 
annual fair.  It also had a pond which was drained in 1870.
Charlotte Sulivan ( 'Charlotte Sulivan 1824 - 1911 by Sue Pierson) financed the St Dionis' 
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Mission Hall in 1876 and church was built in 1885.
The 'White Horse' was originally a coaching inn but the 
present building dates from 1886.  Some eighteenth 
century houses remain including two of the buildings 
occupied by Lady Margaret School.  There is also a row 
of houses dated 1795 on the New King's Road at the 
south end of the Green.
A number of famous people have lived round the 
Green including:  Catherine of Aragon;  Sir Thomas 
Bodley of the Bodleian Library;  Samuel Richardson, 
the novelist  Sir Francis Child of Child's Bank;  Mrs 
Fitzherbert, the 'secret wife' of the Prince Regent and 
the Earl of Peterborough ('Peterborough House' by Sue 
Pierson)
There were many lesser known characters who I 
explore in the book I am researching:  Sir Francis 
Bacon who stayed for a few weeks in disgrace; 
Theodore Roussel who painted a naked girl reading a book;  John Daniel, known as 
'Squire Daniel', owner of many slaves in the West Indies:  Miss Moberly Bell founder and 
first headmistress of Lady Margaret School and a number of people who ran schools in the 
'handsome houses' (Bowack) round the Green.
I hope to show how a small village south west of the capital, grew into the vibrant place it 
is today and provide today's inhabitants with the history of their area.

Sue Pierson          (The Society hopes to publish Sue Pierson's book in 2021.) 

HAMMERSMITH BRIDGE
Members may be aware that we had almost exhausted our supply of our publication, 
particularly when concerns arose about the bridge's safety.  In cooperation with Barnes 
and Mortlake History Society a new edition is to be published soon.  It is now laid out in a 
contemporary style with the benefit of illustrations, some in colour, and a full index.  

The poignant image above forms the wrap-around cover of the new volume.
Our thanks are due to Vernon Burgess and to the very strong and able committee of the 
Barnes and Mortlake History Society who have scanned and edited the work and engaged 
their printers to achieve this handsome and informative new edition. We expect it to be 
available in time for Christmas at £10 or £12 with postage.  Waiting list sue@lancepierson.org  
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HISTORY IS WHERE YOU FIND IT!

The following articles by two of our committee illustrate just how much history is all 
around us reminding us of the past and perhaps offerring a pointer to the future.

THE BATTLE OF TURNHAM GREEN  by Susan Richards 
The Battlefields Trust (www.battlefieldstrust.com) is a charity which puts up information 
boards at sites across Britain to tell people about the history of their local area. I’d never 
heard of it until recently when I was out on a local walk and found that I had arrived at 
the site of the Battle of Turnham Green.  http://www.battlefieldstrust.com/resource-
centre/civil-war/battleview.asp?BattleFieldId=83
https://brentfordandchiswicklhs.org.uk/brentford-chiswick-local-history-journal-14-
2005/6884-2/       http://www.thesealedknot.org.uk/ 

I started walking from my home in Hammersmith through Ravenscourt Park and through 
back streets to Turnham Green Tube Station. Opposite the station is Chiswick Common 
and I walked through there to Acton Green Common. They aren’t vast areas but lovely 
green spaces to enjoy, especially at the moment.
The information board appeared by the gate out of Acton Green Common and was put up 
in 2007. It apparently is situated where the northern flank of the Royalist army was 
stationed on the 13th November 1642 during the English Civil War.  Not much fighting took 
place during the battle! The board describes the commander of the Parliamentarian army, 
the Earl of Essex, as reluctant to move against the Royalists. When they retreated 
“skillfully”, the Parliamentarians chased them “half-heartedly”.  Essex was blamed 
afterwards for his indecision.

Looking at Wikipedia later 
on I saw that the battle 
was described as a 
“decisive skirmish” between 
Royalists and 
Parliamentarians. The 
Royalist forces under Prince 
Rupert, nephew of Charles 
1st. were halted on their 
way to London by a larger 
Parliamentarian force and 
were obliged to retreat. It 
was the nearest that the 
Royalists ever got to 
capturing London. 
Elsewhere on the web the 
battle is called “tactically 
indecisive”. It does seem, 
however, that it could have been the end of the war if they had managed to reach London. 
As it was, the war dragged on for another four years. Perhaps Cavaliers and Roundheads 
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are still arguing about it!

As I looked at the information board I had a vision of heavily armoured men on horseback 
and men on foot carrying pikes and muskets. Lots of noise and confusion! And the 
imposing figure of Prince Rupert, a romantic hero of mine since childhood!
Then reality returned….mums with pushchairs, joggers, children playing and those just out 
strolling. Much more peaceful in spite of our Covid battle at present. Battles aren’t good 
things but what I learn about local history is important to me and makes me aware of all 
that has gone on before me.

Susan Richards 

SIR PAUL FILDES PHOTO ALBUM 1931-1933  
An article in 2 parts by Jane Bowden-Dan

AN EXTRAORDINARY PROJECT IN LOCKDOWN 
I was invited – early during the Covid-19 Lockdown - to research an extraordinary
bound album of black and white pictures rescued by a neighbour who found it, with
significant books, in a skip beside our block of flats!
The album is not inscribed by the owner, and the annotations of 
the photos rarely give surnames. However, several of the 
frontispieces of the books are signed 'Paul Fildes' and dated by him 
from 1918 to 1943. Also the pictures marked "self" match the 
bromide print photo commissioned in September 1934 from Walter 
Stoneman at the National Portrait Gallery [NPG]. Take a look at: 
NPG x27464; Sir Paul Fildes - Portrait - National Portrait Gallery .
The NPG also has the fine 1919 portrait of Paul Fildes in naval 
uniform painted by his father, Sir Luke Fildes (3 Oct 1843 - 28 Feb 
1927).
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confirms my guess that Sir Paul was unmarried. The account (on 13 Feb 1971 also
in The Times) of the funeral service conducted the day before lists mourners. From
this account, my friend suggested that the closest Fildes family member is Sir Paul's
niece, Pamela.

Since then, I have had two amazing phone conversations with Pamela, after
speaking first to one of her carers. She lives in our Borough, at St 
Peter's Wharf, Hammersmith W6 (once a group of artist studios). 
Pamela is 94, but kindly confirmed information I had learnt about 
her grandfather, the portrait painter, Sir Luke Fildes, and various of 
his sons, in particular her father, Geoffrey and her uncle, Sir Paul.
Indeed she told me that Sir Paul had admitted that in WWII he 
was very concerned to be working on biological weapons, but that 
it was the job his Country had asked him to do. Pamela then told 
me that her father, Geoffrey, and mother, Charity, lived in the 
Manor House, Old Buckenham, Norfolk; and she was there from 
about age five.  The very first of the bound set of B&W pictures in 
the album comprises three photos of "Charity & Pamela cleaning car, Old Buckenham. 
Easter 1931". In Lockdown, using publicly-accessible online records including those at The
National Archives, Imperial War Museum [IWM], and National Maritime Museum
[NMM], my friend then researched the long list of Sir Paul Fildes' travelling
companions, or associates. I had supplied this as best I could from the captions in
the album. The results of his work proved an interesting journey into the past.

One associate stood out: Baron Wilhelm Marschall von Bieberstein. His father
Adolf apparently took over from Bismarck, and when he fell out of favour with the
Kaiser had a career as a diplomat and died in 1912. His son, Wilhelm was the next
Baron. The gist of information on the German wiki website appears to be: Wilhelm
was born on 9 May 1890. He married Carola in 1927.  Significantly, Baron Wilhelm 
Marschall von Bieberstein was a participant in Hitler's 1923 putsch, and took part in Sven 
Hedins 1928 expedition to China/Turkestan. [Sven Hedins was, I understand, a 
geographer/explorer with sympathy for the Third Reich.] In the following decade, Wilhelm 
led the Baden SA [the Sturmabeitlung or "Brown Shirts" - the Nazi Party's original 
paramilitary wing] from 1930 to 1933. In 1934 Wilhelm was 'leader' of Konigsberg airport 
and died in a plane crash on 31 Jan 1935.  This certainly adds some colour to Fildes' 
journey, and perhaps some credence to an early suggestion that the holidays could have 
been cover for spying. 

In September, I was lucky to join a short History Tour of the Scottish Highlands and
Islands with the Royal Society of Medicine. Our small party (socially-distancing)
visited the Russian Arctic Convoy Exhibition Centre in Loch Ewe. By chance, I
spotted from my late father’s old Bartholomew's touring map that the next loch (just
to the NE) was Gruinard. It had not been signposted, but the island in the middle
was, of course, used by Sir Paul Fildes’ team from Porton Down to test anthrax
spores on sheep, and was only finally decontaminated, in 1986 (I think). The
Museum's curator confirmed this, but told me that, happily, a sea eagle family is now
nesting on Gruinard Island!
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Future Plans
I would be thrilled if one of the new cohort of students in KCL's War Studies
Department were interested in doing further research on Sir Paul Fildes' photo
album, leading to a dissertation. The Senior Lecturer who runs the undergraduate
and masters programmes in the Department, is in touch with me. Then, the album
might perhaps find a permanent home in the IWM, Haslar Museum, The Museum of
Military Medicine, or in the Royal Institute of Chemistry.
In the meantime, a local professional photographer/publisher has cleverly made the
three ‘Photo Book’ replicas of the original album, which I ordered.

AN ARMISTICE DAY WALK IN HOLLAND PARK
I learnt that Sir Paul Fildes was brought up in the family home, Woodland House, 31
(originally No. 11) Melbury Road, Holland Park, W14. I first saw the house back in
the Summer: it is a substantial, intriguing red-brick property in the Queen Anne Style.

It was built in 1875 by Richard Norman Shaw (1831-1912) for Sir Luke 
Fildes on the recommendation of Val Prinsep – one of the ‘senior’ Holland 
Park artists. Woodland House is now Grade II* listed and in 1959 the LCC 
commemorated Sir Luke with a blue plaque. The property which now has 
a basement swimming pool and cinema, was owned by the film director, 
Michael Winner, who died there in January 2013 aged 77. It was bought 

later that year by Robbie Williams, pop singer with ‘Take That’.

Next door is the Grade I listed Tower House. That was built by the architect and
designer, William Burges as his home, between 1875 and 1881 in the French
Revival Style. The Tower House is now owned by ‘Led Zeppelin’ guitarist, Jimmy
Page. The public have become well aware of the planning conflicts he has had with
his neighbours in Woodland House!

On Armistice Day, I was privileged to be on a necessarily one-to-one walk (sadly,
modified to comply with Covid-19 restrictions in the further country-wide Lockdown)
to discover ‘The Artists of Holland Park’. This was led by one of our FHHS members,
Caroline MacMillan, and we explored the amazing houses of Melbury Road, and the
adjoining streets. In a lovely little public park with a lake, near the junction of Melbury 
Road and Addison Road we observed the two minutes’ silence at 11 am. My thoughts 
turned, not only to Sir Paul Fildes and his work on the anthrax bomb in WWII; but also to 
his older brother, Philip, who died very young of typhoid; his younger brother, Geoffrey
who served in the Army in WWI with the Coldstream Guards during preparations for
the Somme Offensive, after being an architectural student at the Royal Academy;
and their youngest brother, Denis who had a distinguished naval career in WWI.
Despite sustaining injuries, Denis became a fine portraitist, and in the photo album
which shows him on the 1931 trip to Germany, he is often drawing or painting.

Jane Bowden-Dan
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POSTSCRIPT
So we have taken in 2 walks, the English Civil War, a discarded photo-album, a trip from 
Norfolk to Germany by a Naval Surgeon of WWl who went on to become a Biological  
Warfare expert in WWll, was himself the son of a famed artist at the turn of the 19th 
century, who lived in Holland Park artists colony, that went on to become home to the 
Rock and Pop celebrities of today and his niece probably the little girl in the photos now 
lives in Hammersmith.  

We are going to have trouble beating that lot in the next Newsletter.  Contributions to the 
Newsletter or Website are always welcome especially in these days of restrictions. Do take 
care and stay safe and keep an eye on the website for more items of interest and news of 
the Hammersmith Bridge publication.

Note: from December our Secretary Miss Heather Watson will also become temporary 
Hon Treasurer.  Any member interested in taking on this role or that of webmaster please 
make contact.
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